
Tongue Twisters  

 

 

 

Level: All 

 

Age: 8-12 

 

Organization: whole class, pairs  

 

Aims: To practise saying a particular sound in a tongue twister; to raise awareness of how particular 

sounds are formed; to improve pronunciation skills. 

 

Language focus: any, depending on the tongue twister 

 

Materials:  Essential: none / Optional: stop watch 

 

 

Procedure  

1. Draw the children’s attention to the particular sound to be practiced in the tongue twister and 

demonstrate how it is made. For example, in the case of /s/ followed by a consonant, hold your 

index finger to your mouth and make a hissing noise like a snake.  

2. Repeat, but this time turn the hissing noise into a word, e.g. Sssssss… snake! Do this several times 

with different words the children know followed by a consonant, e.g. school, spider, Spain, star. 

Demonstrate that there is no vowel sound before ‘s’ at the beginning of words.   

3. Say the tongue twister you have prepared slowly, e.g.  Stupid Steve stole sixty scary spiders from 

a school in Spain, and get the children to repeat it with you. If you like, write it on the board.    

4. Get the children to say the tongue twister again three times, going faster and faster each time.    

5. Divide the class into pairs.   

6. Ask the children to see how many times they can say the tongue twister with their partner in one 

minute. If you have a stop watch, use it to time the activity.       

7. Ask the children to report back how many times they managed to say the tongue twister.  

8. You can also ask them to tell you any tongue twisters they know in their own language. 

 

 

Comments and Suggestions   

 Tongue twisters provide an enjoyable way of practicing individual sounds that children may find 

difficult depending on their L1. (This one is particularly suitable for Spanish speakers.) You need to 

be aware and find out which sounds these are in order to maximize the usefulness of the activity.  

 Some other examples of tongue twisters to practise sounds children may find difficult are:  



/h/ Happy Harry helps at home in the holidays.  

/b/ and /v/ Brain is brilliant at basketball. Vanessa is very good at volleyball too.  

/I/ and /r/ lovely Lucy likes lonely Luke. Rich Roland rides a red racing bike.  

/s/ and /s / Sue sells seashells at the seaside. Sheila sells shoes at a shop in the city. 

 

In cases where there are two sentences and contrasting sounds in the tongue twister, children 

can take turns to say one sentence each when they time themselves in pairs. 

 


